There exist various kinds of physical, chemical, and biological hazards in the workplace. To protect workers from these hazards, it is not controversial that environmental management measures to remove or reduce these harmful factors and to improve the quality of workplaces through an engineering approach are fundamental solutions. However, in reality, there are many work sites where such decisively effective measures cannot be applied. In such situations, a work management approach utilizing personal protective equipment (PPE) is considered an alternative and significant means for protecting the safety and health of workers.

Recent industrial development, automation, and digitalization has led to increased safety and reduced need for personal protection at many workplaces, while there still remain a considerable number of jobs that continuously require protection and many countries where traditional work methods are prevalent. Simultaneously, the threats have changed and new types of risks have emerged due to changed processes, new chemicals and materials, and work routines. Thus, there are still several industries where the workers need to be protected from contamination within processes by utilizing PPE.

So far, many types of PPE have been developed to tackle this scenario. Nevertheless, their effectiveness and usability still remain incomplete. Thus, a new breakthrough for PPE is currently required.

Progress in advanced fiber materials, knitting and weaving technologies, fabric fabrication techniques, nanomaterials, and fiber composite materials technologies have been remarkable in recent years. Therefore, applying the results of these advanced technologies to the development of PPE is a highly promising approach.

On the other hand, even though protection of targeted harmful factors is successfully achieved by using effective PPE, such high performance of protection is likely to entail additional workloads on workers. One of the main burdens is the thermal impact caused by evaporative resistance and thermal insulation derived from the characteristics of PPE materials. The higher the evaporative resistance and insulation of the PPE, the greater is its heat stress, which tends to exacerbate the physiological and psychological heat strains of the users. Therefore, when designing and developing PPE, it is important to achieve both protective performance and thermal comfort considering its thermal properties.

From this viewpoint, this special issue was planned to represent state-of-the-art knowledge on the development and evaluation of PPE. It is presented by many internationally distinguished experts representing the fields of physical (stabbing[@bib_001]^)^, radiant heat[@bib_002]^)^, cold[@bib_003], [@bib_004]^)^, ionizing radiation[@bib_005]^)^, vibration[@bib_006]^)^), chemical[@bib_007], [@bib_008]^)^, and biological[@bib_009]^)^ hazard protection and assessment of thermal properties[@bib_010], [@bib_011], [@bib_012]^)^ of PPE and the environmental impacts on occupational safety and health.

Of particular note is that this special issue includes the latest results[@bib_001], [@bib_005], [@bib_009]^)^ of an ongoing research project "Creation of new functions and structural materials for protective clothing/PPE and establishment of evaluation method suitable for on-site activities" (Project leader: Professor Hideaki Morikawa, Shinshu University) supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 15H01789, the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology.

Thus, we believe that this special issue provides recent and significant information of international (Brazil[@bib_008]^)^, China[@bib_010]^)^, Finland[@bib_003]^)^, Netherlands[@bib_002]^)^, Norway[@bib_003], [@bib_004]^)^, Poland[@bib_011]^)^, Switzerland[@bib_007], [@bib_011]^)^, Sweden[@bib_003]^)^, the UK[@bib_008]^)^, and the USA[@bib_002], [@bib_008], [@bib_012]^)^) and Japanese[@bib_001], [@bib_005], [@bib_009]^)^ research progress on PPE at work. Even so, this issue has a limitation in that we could not cover every PPE that is important for occupational safety and health, especially concerning head protection, foot protection, protection against falls, ballistic protection, eye and face protection, hearing protection, and respiratory protective devices.

Therefore, the present special issue is an intermediate stage of progress in the relevant field, and we need to plan the next special issue in the near future by gathering a wider range of experts with comprehensive knowledge in specific PPE areas of use.
